Students’ evaluation of the meeting in Rome 29.11.-03.12.2012
In Rome we asked all the students participating the meeting:
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1. Did you like making the video to
present your group?
2. How did you like the video
presentations of the groups?
3. Did you like the group work on
“creating an image of yourself on the
net”?
4. Did you like the group work on pros
and cons of the internet being the
ideal creative medium?
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-1
0
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2 very much

5. Did you like the presentation of the
“pieces of art”?
6. Did you like working in international
groups

7. What did you like most about the meeting in Rome?















Being social
Debating, meeting new people
Evening in the pub, meeting new people
Getting to know people from different countries and discovering similarities and differences.
Hospitality and teamwork
International groups, the city
International groups.
Living in Italian family, to get view of how Italians really are
Meeting new people (ten times)
Meeting new people and talking about their views.
Meeting new people when working in groups, finding out about different peoples’ countries,
eating good food
Meeting new people, with different ideals, cultures, and languages.
Meeting new people, improve English
Meeting new people, improve English, the city
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Meeting new people, work in international groups.
Meeting people from different countries
New cultures and different opinions
Relevant topic, the debates were successful.
Speak English and stay with Italians
Speak English, meeting new people
Talk about different cultures
Watching movies, new people.
Work with international groups, new people
Working with international people, new students.

8. Comments on the project work:






















Others didn’t work as well, didn’t have enthusiasm.
Others were too shy, didn’t show initiative.
New experiences.
During the projects it was clear, that a lot of the students weren’t used to this kind of work
Improve English
Rome was beautiful.
Very good.
It was boring to talk about topics again and again (Mohammed Video)
Very nice
Project was cool.
Debating is more interesting, than working out pros and cons.
The conditions should be the same for all schools, because there were very different
interpretations of the tasks.
Beautiful and interesting.
Would do it again
Chance to improve English
The pros and cons was a brilliant idea.
It was cool.
The project was good.
Too much time for working in groups, sometimes. Plan a day to visit Rome as a group.
Great experience, fun.
Project work is useful, opens your mind about the situation in Europe.

